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Recommendation 
The genomics era has pushed forward our understanding of fungal biology. Much 
progress has been made in unraveling new gene functions and pathways, as well as 
the evolution or adaptation of fungi to their hosts or environments through 
population studies (Hartmann et al. 2019; Gladieux et al. 2018). Closing gaps more 
systematically in draft genomes using the most recent long-read technologies now 
seems the new standard, even with fungal species presenting complex genome 
structures (e.g. large and highly repetitive dikaryotic genomes; Duan et al. 2022). 
Understanding the genomic dynamics underlying host specialization in 
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phytopathogenic fungi is of utmost importance as it may open new avenues to combat diseases. A strong host 
specialization is commonly observed for biotrophic and hemi-biotrophic fungal species or for necrotrophic 
fungi with a narrow host range, whereas necrotrophic fungi with broad host range are considered generalists 
(Liang and Rollins, 2018; Newman and Derbyshire, 2020). However, some degrees of specialization towards 
given hosts have been reported in generalist fungi and the underlying mechanisms remain to be determined. 

Botrytis cinerea is a polyphagous necrotrophic phytopathogen with a particularly wide host range and it is 
notably responsible for grey mould disease on many fruits, such as tomato and grapevine. Because of its 
importance as a plant pathogen, its relatively small genome size and its taxonomical position, it has been 
targeted for early genome sequencing and a first reference genome was provided in 2011 (Amselem et al. 
2011). Other genomes were subsequently sequenced for other strains, and most importantly a gapless 
assembled version of the initial reference genome B05.10 was provided to the community (van Kan et al. 2017). 
This genomic resource has supported advances in various aspects of the biology of B. cinerea such as the 
production of specialized metabolites, which plays an important role in host-plant colonization, or more 
recently in the production of small RNAs which interfere with the host immune system, representing a new 
class of non-proteinaceous virulence effectors (Dalmais et al. 2011; Weiberg et al. 2013). 

In the present study, Simon et al. (2022) use PacBio long-read sequencing for Sl3 and Vv3 strains, which 
represent genetic clusters in B. cinerea populations found on tomato and grapevine. The authors combined 
these complete and high-quality genome assemblies with the B05.10 reference genome and population 
sequencing data to perform a comparative genomic analysis of specialization towards the two host plants. 
Transposable elements generate genomic diversity due to their mobile and repetitive nature and they are of 
utmost importance in the evolution of fungi as they deeply reshape the genomic landscape (Lorrain et al. 2021). 
Accessory chromosomes are also known drivers of adaptation in fungi (Möller and Stukenbrock, 2017). Here, 
the authors identify several genomic features such as the presence of different sets of accessory chromosomes, 
the presence of differentiated repertoires of transposable elements, as well as related small RNAs in the 
tomato and grapevine populations, all of which may be involved in host specialization. Whereas core 
chromosomes are highly syntenic between strains, an accessory chromosome validated by pulse-field 
electrophoresis is specific of the strains isolated from grapevine. Particularly, they show that two particular 
retrotransposons are discriminant between the strains and that they allow the production of small RNAs that 
may act as effectors. The discriminant accessory chromosome of the Vv3 strain harbors one of the unraveled 
retrotransposons as well as new genes of yet unidentified function. 

I recommend this article because it perfectly illustrates how efforts put into generating reference genomic 
sequences of higher quality can lead to new discoveries and allow to build strong hypotheses about biology 
and evolution in fungi. Also, the study combines an up-to-date genomics approach with a classical methodology 
such as pulse-field electrophoresis to validate the presence of accessory chromosomes. A major input of this 
investigation of the genomic determinants of B. cinerea is that it provides solid hints for further analysis of 
host-specialization at the population level in a broad-scale phytopathogenic fungus. 
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Reviewed by Cecile Lorrain, 23 Sep 2022 
The authors made a great effort to perform complementary experiments to support the presence of new 
accessory chromosomes in B. cinerea.  
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After revisions, all comments and suggestions of both reviewers were addressed. I consider this manuscript 
to be suitable for publication with PCI recommendation. I have no further comments.  

Reviewed by Thorsten Langner, 23 Sep 2022 
The authors have addressed all my previous comments and I have no additional comments. 

I also want to thank the authors for including the CHEF gel analysis (suggested by reviewer 1) in their revision, 
which is a nice confirmation and adds value to the genomics analysis. 

 

Evaluation round #1 
DOI or URL of the preprint: https://doi.org/10.1101/2022.03.07.483234 
 
Version of the preprint: 2 

Author's Reply, 13 Sep 2022 
Download author's replyDownload tracked changes file 

Decision by Sebastien Duplessis, posted 24 May 2022 
Dear authors,  

You will find here two complementary reviews of your manuscript. I concur with both reviewers to 
acknowledge the quality of the work, analyses and interpretations done; also, the text reads very well and 
only a few edits are suggested.  

As you will see, both reviewers provide suggestions to support further some of your analyses or claims (or 
eventually to revisit and/or tone down some of said claims). 

During my first read, I had questions relating to reviewer 1's comments about the use of the GC% signature. 
Then after another round, I found the comment of reviewer 2 also very pertinent regarding how the age of 
TE may affect the quality of mapping, and indeed more precisions about the QC you used would be welcome. 
Finally, both reviewers propose means for managing their comments which will be helpful to reach a 
manuscript that could be recommended. I am interested in your answers to the first main comment from 
reviewer 2. As for the first comment from reviewer 1, I do not know how easy this can be routinely handled 
in the authors' laboratory? 

I am looking forward to reading a revised version of this manuscript and your answers to the constructive 
comments from these reviewers. 

With my best regards. 

Sebastien 

Reviewed by Cecile Lorrain, 13 Apr 2022 
Accessory chromosomes in microbes are well-known drivers of evolution and rapid adaptation in many 
species. Botrytis cinerea strains infecting grapevine and tomato display contrasted repertoires of accessory 
chromosomes, transposons and small RNAs. The authors have identified new accessory chromosomes in this 
species, highlighting the importance of high quality sequencing to unravel fungal evolution and biology. 
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The manuscript is clearly written and the results are well-supported by the produced genomic data and in 
depth analyses.  

I have two main recommendations to improve the manuscript:  
1- To further support the presence of accessory chromosomes in the newly sequenced strains, the authors 
could perform a pulsed-field gel electrophoresis. This potentially would compensate for the scarcity of 
telomeric repeats in some chromosomes.  
2- RIP and GC content: even though RIPped sequenced have low GC content, GC content alone is not the best 
signature for RIP, since many species exhibit TEs with low %GC but do not have RIP. It can reflect the 
tendency of TEs to accumulate mutations over time. I suggest the authors, if they want to emphasize the 
presence of RIP signatures on TEs, to run The RIPper (https://theripper.hawk.rocks/#/home). This user-
friendly tool search for RIP indexes in whole-genome or TEs sequences. Also, authors could search for the 
presence of DNMTs (especially dim2 and RID) genes which are know to be involved in RIP in fungi.  

Minor: 
- In line 31-33, the authors state that generalists could actually be represented by different co-existing 
populations specialised in infecting different host species. It would be nice to have the demonstration that it 
is the case for B. cinerea, just right after the scenario statement. The demonstration comes only from lines 
49-61. I would move this part line 36 and finish the paragraph with the different gene catalogues.  
-L421-423: remove sentence "Both inactive and active TEs can additionally generate genomic rearrangements 
by homologous recombination as discussed below." 

Reviewed by Thorsten Langner, 07 Apr 2022 
The study “Botrytis cinerea strains infecting grapevine and tomato display contrasted repertoires of 
accessory chromosomes, transposons and small RNAs” describes the genomic features of three genetically 
diverse, host-adapted lineages of B. cinerea, including a novel accessory chromosome in the grapevine 
infecting G1 lineage. The authors further show that certain classes of transposable elements are enriched or 
specific to this lineage and suggest that transposon-derived small RNAs might act as lineage specific effectors. 
While transposon-derived siRNAs and their potential role in host specificity of B. cinerea have already been 
described in the literature, the novelty in this study is to extend the analysis to larger numbers of isolates 
which allows conclusions on the population scale and representative chromosome level assemblies, which 
allowed to associate certain TE classes to specific chromosomal locations including a novel accessory 
chromosome. Overall, this study is well done, and most conclusions are supported by the data that is 
presented. 

I only have a few comments that I suggest should be addressed: 

Page 15, line 304: 

Here, the authors state that predominantly TEs with high GC content produce small RNAs and this appears 
again in the discussion, but the data is not shown. In my opinion this is an interesting finding which should be 
supported by data. Otherwise, it is hard to tell how clear the correlation between GC content and small RNA 
expression is, especially given that the majority of TEs appears to be in the >40%GC category (Figure S11). In 
addition, the spatial distribution of siRNA-producing TEs in the chromosome level assemblies could add 
additional value. I suggest to either show this type of analysis or to remove statements and conclusions that 
are not supported by the results. 

I also wonder if the age of TEs and extent of RIP influences the mapping quality of TE derived small RNAs to 
the consensus and the filtering/masking. This could potentially have an important impact on the overall 
conclusions of the small RNA producing TEs. Could the authors please comment which quality controls they 
have done? In the methods section it says, “Quality controls have been done, including PCA…”, however it is 
hard to tell if any of these controls address the impact of mapping/filtering (e.g. how many reads that map to 
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TEs were discarded during the filtering process? Among those reads, is there a bias that could influence 
conclusions about GC richness/small RNA expression?). 

Page 17, line 348 onwards: 

The PCR results and the mapping results are somewhat inconsistent for some isolates. Mapping shows 
presence of gypsy6 across all tested G1 isolates (Vv1,Vv3,Vv5,Vv14) but PCR fails to detect gypsy6 in these 
strains. I think the PCR results should thus be interpreted with caution, as presence/absence analysis by PCR 
can sometimes be problematic. This discrepancy should at least be discussed. Additionally, there are only few 
details regarding the PCR assay in the paper. It would help if the authors could provide the template 
sequences used to design the primers and variation of TEs (e.g. alignment of identified TEs similar to what 
they have done in Figure S8 for the Boty TE, with focus on the primer binding sites). Could variation of TE 
sequences contribute to absence of PCR products? This could explain the differences between mapping and 
PCR detection. 

Minor comments: 

Figure S3: Colors of lines and dots should be explained in the figure legend. Similarly, solid and dashed lines 
should be explained. 

Page 11, line 202: The abbreviation “IPR domains” should be spelled out. 

Page 12, line 213: “Fifteen consensus were previously identified” should probably read ”…consensus 
sequences…”? 

Page 19, lines 388/390: These two sentences read a bit contradictory. Maybe it would be worth rephrasing 
this to point out the lineage specificity of the acc. Chr BCIN19 as a clear difference to 17/18 for which lineage 
specificity was not supported. 

Page 15, lines 291 and following“…producing the higher amount of small RNAs…” should be changed to 
“…highest amount..” 
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